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Paul was the most influential figure in the early Christian church. In this epistle, written to the founders of the church in Rome, he sets out some of his ideas on the importance of
faith in overcoming mankind's innate sinfulness and in obtaining redemption. With an introduction by Ruth Rendell
Your job is obedience. God's job is everything else. If you've ever found yourself wondering...What is God's plan for my life? or Can He really use me? you're not alone. Lysa
TerKeurst has wrestled through those same questions. But she's also learned that we were absolutely created to participate in God's divine activity and experience His rich
blessings. We just have to say yes to Him! Through her own struggles, doubts, and honest vulnerability, Lysa will equip you to: Reignite your passion for the Lord by discovering
the incredible opportunities He's already placed in front of you and the courage to say yes. Know what God is speaking personally to you with practical ways to listen for His
voice. Overcome the fear that you're not doing the Christian life right by learning it's about perfect surrender, not perfect performance. Apply key teachings to your own situation
today with helpful study questions and reflection prompts. Get ready for a journey of joy and purpose—one that will radically bless you beyond what you can ask or imagine!
Captivate young children in your class, club, camp or home. Yes, you can make and use puppets. No professional skills or experience necessary. Just take low cost materials
available in your own home and follow the clear, complete directions. You'll quickly be using puppets of all kinds to communicate God's love in ways your little ones will
understand. - Back cover.
The Best VBS Workbook Ever!Church Publishing, Inc.
Nothing warms God's heart like the pure praise of little ones--and their bright, bouncy voices raised in song. Help preschoolers come into God's presence with these 10
interactive, age-appropriate song videos. And keep this resource handy because they'll want to sing these songs a gazillion times! From the creators of Children's Ministry
Magazine. What this resource offers... 10 songs that get kids worshipping God through movement and fun! Ignite enthusiasm with these sing-your-heart-out songs and videos:
Bigger Than Big Praise the Lord (Psalm 150:6) Great Big Things (Ephesians 2:10) Help Me, Jesus (Hebrews 13:6b) I Can Do Everything Through Christ (Philippians 4:13) This Is
the Day (Psalm 118:24) Trust In the Lord (Proverbs 3:5-6) I Will Be Your Friend He's Got the Whole World In His Hands Let All the Children (Matthew 19:14) Music kids, teachers
& parents will love. Drop this instant boredom-buster in your DVD player--and spark kids' enthusiasm for worshipping God! Videos include colorful scenes that are interactive, ageappropriate, and educationally sound. Each video reinforces a Bible point found in the Play-n-Worship for Preschoolers resource kit. Great for Sunday school and home use! Help
preschoolers know & love Bible truths and worshipful songs at an early age.
Jesus, Lover of My Soul by Charles Wesley, first published in 1878, is a rare manuscript, the original residing in one of the great libraries of the world. This book is a reproduction
of that original, which has been scanned and cleaned by state-of-the-art publishing tools for better readability and enhanced appreciation. Restoration Editors' mission is to bring
long out of print manuscripts back to life. Some smudges, annotations or unclear text may still exist, due to permanent damage to the original work. We believe the literary
significance of the text justifies offering this reproduction, allowing a new generation to appreciate it.
- Enables organizers to envision and implement a VBS program customized for the local church - Practical, comprehensive, from-the-ground-up approach to VBS Designing a
Vacation Bible School program, as opposed to choosing one of the many off-the-shelf packages, is a labor of love. It considers the unique perspective of children and invests
accordingly. It's a home-cooked meal compared to fast food. It sends a message to parents that a church values children enough to identify and meet their specific needs in their
community at a particular moment in time. Well-designed VBS programs speak to children with respect, love, and patience, offering opportunity for authentic spiritual growth, not
to mention an intentional theology that is reflective of the church. Finally, custom-designed VBS programs are a way to fully include children in the mission and ministry of the
church rather than confine their unique gifts. This book provides Christian educators with the tools they need to assess the needs and resources in their congregation, and to craft
a creative program in response to that assessment. The Best VBS Workbook Ever offers direction and suggestions on theme, structure, logistics, program, activities, staffing and
promotion. Audience: Episcopal and other mainline churches looking for something more original and thoughtful than typical pre-packaged VBS programs, Directors of Christian
Education, Directors of Children's Ministry, Camps and Retreat Centers, FORMA, Kanuga Christian Education conference, eFormation network
Presets eighty-five Bible stories from the Old and New Testament, New Living translation, and includes special prayers and activities for each story.
Jonah ran from his God-given assignment, boarded a ship going in the opposite direction, found himself at the bottom of the sea, and prayed to God. Rescued by a big fish,
Jonah obeyed, Nineveh was spared, but Jonah still had a lesson to learn.
Give your preschooler hours of color-it, find-it, puzzle-it, love-it, faith-building fun! Join Buzzly and his buddies as they share their favorite preschool: Mystery Mazes Hidden
Pictures Dot-to-Dot Reveals Coloring Pages Whats Different Mix & Match Pictures Talk & Play Together Pages And what theyve learned about Jesus! Activities reinforce Bible
truths and give your little one hours of faith-building fun!
I found this book on Bookbub, and am thrilled with what I've read. I wish every Christian would read it--especially every pastor and leader. My husband (who is a pastor) and I had
already come to these conclusions before I found this book, but it gives me great hope that others are seeing the same disastrous problems. We have created a "monster" that
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we call "church" which little resembles the New Testament kind, and people are fleeing it. For all the promise of the "contemporary" style church, it isn't really much better. The
church is failing to make disciples and failing to make any real impact in the culture, and it's all because we have failed to make authentic (true) converts. It's that simple. It's easy
to make a disciple of someone who has been truly converted. Otherwise, with our usual crop of "decisions," it's like pushing a rope to get any serious commitment or
Christlikeness out of them. The Bible says that Jesus is the Door, but to be brutally honest, the only way through that Door is to crawl--in repentance, submission (brokenness),
and faith. We are no different than the church of the Middle Ages that baptized babies for salvation, leaving millions of people still in their sins. There isn't really any such thing as
"a church for the unchurched" as many like to claim today. We should be the church of the redeemed, but we have become a church of the unsubmissive, unrepentant,
unconverted, uncommitted, and unfaithful. And it all goes back to one thing--real salvation thru real repentance and real faith in Jesus Christ."-M.J. Freeman ..". thought
provoking book showing true believers in Jesus Christ the need to examine the methods we are using to evangelize our children... the author backs up all of her writing with
scripture, the true Word of God." -Alicia Canner " ...Wow what an eye opener, it opened my eyes to the real meaning of being born again. Not only a book to help with the youth
but for everyone..."-Malinda Zemrose As Christian women, there is probably nothing more heartbreaking than seeing our children turn from God. We spend thousands of dollars,
and sacrifice countless hours to VBS, Bible clubs, Youth outings, Church camp, and children's parties every year. We build elaborate stage sets, plan fantastic carnivals, and
youth extravaganzas and bus in all the children and teens we can find in the hopes of leading them to Christ; and yet we are still losing them. We see the grown-up children, the
"fruits" of our outreaches, living as practical Atheists. They walk and talk and act like the world, even loving the world, and though they claim to be saved, evidence of life in Christ
is conspicuously absent. Even our own children are abandoning the faith. They have asked Jesus into their hearts and yet we see them turn from God at staggering rates.
Statistics show that no less than half have turned from God by High School age and closer to two thirds by the time they finish college. What we're doing is just not working! In
Why Are We Losing the Kids? You'll see where we have gone wrong and where to go from here. - We can turn the tide on our failing ministry efforts! - We can share the gospel
without creating false converts or backsliders! - We can keep the kids if we'll follow God's plan! The Bible has the answers if we're willing to hear them!
If you are a parent, grandparent, pastor, or teacher looking for a way to teach the children in your life about God’s never stopping, never giving up, unbreaking, always and
forever love, look no further than The Jesus Storybook Bible. What makes The Jesus Storybook Bible different from other kids’ Bibles? While other kids’ Bibles contain stories
from the Old and New Testaments, The Jesus Storybook Bible tells the Story beneath all the stories in the Bible, pointing to Jesus as our Savior. From the Old Testament
through the New Testament, as the Story unfolds, children will clearly see that Jesus is at the center of God’s great story of salvation – and at the center of their story too. The
Jesus Storybook Bible: Visually brings scripture to life for children ages 4–12 Contains 21 stories from the Old Testament & 23 stories from the New Testament Presents the bestloved stories of the Bible in an easy-to-understand format Features the bestselling writing of Sally Lloyd-Jones & award-winning illustrations of Jago Includes a durable hardcover
and bright illustrations Is also ideal for adults looking to explore the Bible in a new way The Jesus Storybook Bible has sold over 2 million copies! Check out the rest of the series,
The Jesus Storybook Bible Coloring Book, and the text-based version, The Story of God’s Love for You.
This charming version of a well-known chant takes place on the African savanna In this beautifully illustrated rendition of a well-known children's chant, two sisters are looking not for a bear but for a lion—a lion
that lives on the African savanna, where the girls go through swishy-swashy long grass, a splishy-splashy lake, and a Big Dark Cave. When they finally meet their lion, they have to run, run, run through it all
again to get back home. Young readers will enjoy the playful language and beautiful paintings that reset a familiar story in a far-off part of the world.
Presents a serialized autobiography describing the author's life, including his career in the band Rush and his motorcycling adventures throughout North America and Euorpe.
Have you ever wondered who hummed the first tune? Was it the flowers? The waves or the moon? Dove Award-winning recording artist Ellie Holcomb answers with a lovely lyrical tale, one that reveals that
God our Maker sang the first song, and He created us all with a song to sing. Go to bhkids.com to find this book's Parent Connection, an easy tool to help moms and dads (or anyone else who loves kids)
discuss the book's message with their child. We're all about connecting parents and kids to each other and to God's Word.
Presents hymns and spirituals which accompany the Lutheran worship service.
We must never underestimate the power of our story. If youre finding yourself in a place where you cant seem to catch your breath, youll find hope and help on these pages. - Jill Savage, Founder of Hearts at
Home, author of No More Perfect Moms Just Breathe is the inspirational account of the Waterworth family as they experience shocking diagnoses, learn a new normal as two of their children manage a lifethreatening disease, and later, how Leanne and her son survive a horrific van accident during a family vacation in Montana. Through their faith in God and the support of a strong, loving, community, youll be
moved to hear how they overcome extreme obstacles and continue to be thankful, choosing joy, even in the midst of the most difficult circumstances.
"The Great Adventure" is one of Steven Curtis Chapman's all-time best-selling songs, describing the incredible journey we embark on as we develop our relationship with God. Graduation is certainly a time of
fresh starts and new beginnings, and The Great Adventureis an ideal gift for a young person reaching this milestone. In the book, Chapman shares wisdom and guidance that encourages readers into a
deeper responsibility with the Lord--calling them to a life of endless possibility and adventure that awaits in the "glorious unknown."
Nothing but the blood of Jesus can wash away our sin. Share this timeless message with a unique visual that unfolds to form a large cross! Two-color cross. - Publisher.
From the celebrated team behind Creepy Carrots!, Aaron Reynolds and Caldecott Honor winner Peter Brown, comes a hilarious (and just a little creepy) story of a brave rabbit and a very weird pair of
underwear. Jasper Rabbit is NOT a little bunny anymore. He’s not afraid of the dark, and he’s definitely not afraid of something as silly as underwear. But when the lights go out, suddenly his new big rabbit
underwear glows in the dark. A ghoulish, greenish glow. If Jasper didn’t know any better he’d say his undies were a little, well, creepy. Jasper’s not scared obviously, he’s just done with creepy underwear.
But after trying everything to get rid of them, they keep coming back!
For those friends and acquaintances, who have expressed a wish to read the complete story of my life, from my childhood to the present time, I have undertaken the writing of this book. By including even
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some incidents that, in themselves, may seem trivial, I have tried to make this account a full and accurate autobiography. In modesty, however, I have also desired to render my story as simple as possible, in
fact, to give a vivid picture of my work, my opinions and my aspirations, not only as a teacher but also as a writer of sacred songs; and if I have spoken with a frankness that may seem akin to egotism, I hope
that I may be pardoned; for I am fully aware of the immense debt I owe to those numberless friends, only a few of whom I have been able to mention, and especially to that dear Friend of us all, who is our
light and life.
Beyond sound equipment and music charts, eleven noted worship leaders from around the United States write about the ministerial part of their work as it relates to the gospel, mission, disciple-making,
liturgy, the Trinity, justice, creativity, family, and more.
Kids can read, sing, and learn while they spend time with God! In 100 Devotions, 100 Bible Songs children can read a devotion, sing a beloved song, and say a prayer all while learning and spending time
with God. Perfect for before school, bedtime, or anytime, these short devotions will be fun for kids and help parents grow their children’s faith. With bright illustrations, great music, and powerful messages,
kids will have fun while they learn to walk with God and apply the message of the Bible to their everyday lives.
Wall Street Journal best-selling author Jon Acuff reveals the steps to getting unstuck and back onto the path of being awesome. Over the last 100 years, the road to success for most everyone has been
divided into five stages that mirror the decades of working life: Your 20s are a period of Learning. This is the decade of trying a thousand things, exploring a multitude of interests, and discovering what really
motivates you. Your 30s are a period of Editing. This is the decade of sorting out interests, where you discover what you really care about and who you really are. Your 40s are a period of Mastering. This is
the decade of narrowing focus, honing skill sets, and becoming an expert in your field. Your 50s are a period of Harvesting. This is the decade of reaping the benefits of good decisions and enjoying the
highest income-earning period in a career. Your 60s are a period of Guiding. This is the decade of mentoring, training, and encouraging others on their own road to success. Every successful person has
followed these steps regardless of their occupation. But three things have changed the path to success and erased the decades associated with them: Finish lines are dead – Boomers are realizing that a lot
of the things they were promised aren’t going to materialize, and they have started second and third careers. Anyone can play – Technology has given access to an unprecedented number of people who are
building online empires and changing their lives in ways that would have been impossible years ago. Hope is boss – The days of “success first, significance later,” have ended. A new generation doesn’t
want to change the world eventually; they want to change it now through the wells they kickstart in Africa and the TOMS they wear on their feet. The value system has been flipped upside down. The result is
that you’ve got an entire generation pushing down to start over, another generation pushing up to start for the first time, and in the middle of this collision, the tools to actually change the world. Experience
years now trump chronological age. And while none of the five stages can be skipped, they can be shortened and accelerated. There are only two paths in life: average and awesome. The average path is
easy because all you have to do is nothing. The awesome path is more challenging, because things like fear only bother you when you do work that matters. The good news is Start gives readers practical,
honest, actionable insights to be more awesome, more often. It’s time to punch fear in the face, escape average, and do work that matters. It’s time to Start.
High Stress ... High Seas ... High Hopes ... Never forget who’s in your boat! This is the cruise of our lives. We are here to celebrate!! If it rains, we will get out and dance in it ... If there are high winds we will
grab a hand and hold on for dear life. Our cruise has a limited time-frame; every moment is precious. Choosing the cruise is simply choosing to love, live, and laugh because even when the high winds come
we know that the God of the universe is right there in our boat. He stills the storms then and now ... So, all aboard we dare not miss the cruise! From infertility, adoption, special needs, to the terrible twos and
beyond, this book will make you laugh and make you cry. From the ‘turbo toilet’ to ‘baggage claim’ this Lucy and Ethel duo will have you chuckling (snorting and cackling may also occur). When you are
done laughing and crying, we hope you will agree with the ‘barefoot authors’ that “Our Faith Floats”!
In Waves of Worship, Joey Nicholson brings an understanding of the preparation of the heart for worship, and an explanation of the role of music in worship. For all worshipers and those leading worship
today, this book gives insight on how to balance confidence with humility. The author combines his sense of humor with his personal worship experiences and his many years of biblical study, encouraging
readers to desire to be real with each other and with the Lord; ultimately impacting others, from neighbors to nations. Joey Nicholson clearly explains the difference between praise and worship, providing
readers with an understanding to these terms that are used by so many modern churches. He also shares what love has to do with worship and the need to minister in love, both to each other and to the Lord.
As a professional musician, worship leader and songwriter, Joey also gives a simple understanding of the songwriting process while relating it tothe overflow of being in the presence of God. Through this the
reader will know that, as created inGod's image, simply being in the presence of our Creator will naturally produce a desire and even an ability to create. The reader, as created to worship the Lord, now has a
tool to understand the process."
A case-bound padded board book from the Precious Moments® brand makes it easy to share the story of Easter and the true meaning of this important holiday with little children while teaching them about
God's love for them.
Effective instructions on how to share the love of Christ with anyone are offered in this guide. Reissue. 30,000 first printing.
A year of journaling inspiration through the most beloved hymns, based the bestselling Then Sings My Soul series. Pastor Rob Morgan's inimitable style will help people reacquaint themselves with the hymns
of the faithful. His goal is to keep these traditional hymns vital and meaningful to all generations. Hymns speak to our soul and add depth and meaning as we worship God through song. This year-long
devotional journal shares the emotion behind the hymns of faith that have changed many lives throughout history — not only the people whose faith led them to write these wonderful hymns but also the people
whose faith has been transformed by reading, hearing, and singing the songs. Designed to be personally reflective and inspire prayer, each week-long experience allows readers to experience the hymn
through: reflection questions prayer prompts journaling space historic quotes the actual hymn with music and lyrics its historical background Draw near to God and deepen your prayer life as you make your
way through these 52 hymns that center around the theme of joyous prayer in the Then Sings My Soul Prayer Journal.
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